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Dog Map

Jack Russel Terrier Te
Parson Russel Terrier Te

Te Border Terrier

10”-11”

11-14 lbs

13-15 yrs

Belgian Malinois He

American Foxhound Ho

Boxer Wo

German Wire-Haired Pointer Sp

Belgian Sheepdog He

Te Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Te Australian Terrier

Silky Terrier To

Brussels Griffon To

Miniature Pinscher To
Manchester Terrier (toy) To

Toy Fox Terrier To

Italian Greyhound To

Affinpinscher To

Pomeranian To

English Springer Spaniel Sp

19”-21”

40-50 lbs

9-15 yrs

Finnish Lapphund He

Mudi He

Appenzeller Sennenhunde He
Small Munsterlander Pointer Sp

Stabyhoun Sp

Australian Cattle Dog He

Polish Lowland Sheepdog He
Bearded Collie He

Sp Sussex Spaniel

Ho Ibizan Hound

Te Kerry Blue Terrier

Ho Azawakh

Sp Welsh Springer Spaniel

Ho Basset Hound

NS Keeshond

He Cardigan Welsh Terrier

NS Bulldog

NS Chinese Shar-Pei

He Puli

Sp American Water Spaniel

Rat Terrier Te

Smooth Fox Terrier Te

American Hairless Terrier NS

Peruvian Incan Orchid Ho

Norwegian Lundehund Wo

Pyerean Shepherd He

Pumi He

Schipperke NS

Manchester Terrier (standard) Te

Daschund (standard) Ho

Lakeland Terrier Te

Poodle (miniature) NS

West Highland White Terrier Te

Kooikerhondje Sp

Lhasa Apso To

Sealyham Terrier TeNS Lowchen

To Pug

He Shetland Sheepdog

Sp Finnish Spitz

He Icelandic Sheepdog

NS Shiba Inu

NS Xoloitzcuintli

Te Bedlington Terrier

To Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Te Cesky Terrier

Te Gelen of Imaal Terrier

Ho Beagle

He Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Sp Cocker Spaniel

NS American Eskimo Dog (standard)

Yorkshire Terrier To

Dutch Shepherd He

Wire-Haired Pointing Griffon Sp

Barbet Sp

Harrier Ho

Norwegian Elkhound Ho

Airedale Terrier Te

English Foxhound Ho

Norwegian Buhund He

22”-26”

60-75 lbs

10-12 yrs

24”-26”

45-75 lbs

12-14 yrs

20”-23”

50-60 lbs

10-13 yrs

21”-25”

40-65 lbs

12-13 yrs

16”-18”

26-40 lbs

12-15 yrs

22”-24”

65-70 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-24”

50-60 lbs

12-14 yrs

20”-25”

37-62 lbs

13-15 yrs

19”-21”

40-60 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-21”

40-48 lbs

12-15 yrs

Boykin Spaniel Sp

Treeing Tennessee Brindle Ho

Border Collie He

Australian Shepherd He

Belgian Tevuren He

Labrador Retriever Sp

Bull Terrier Te

Doberman Pinscher Wo

German Short-Haired Pointer Sp

Weimaraner Sp

Beauceron He

Catahoula Leopard Dog He

Berger Picard He

Curly-Coated Retriever Sp

Bergamasco He

Entlebucher Mountain Dog He

Spinone Italiano Sp

Treeing Walker Coonhound Ho

Gordon Setter Sp

Boerboel Wo

Borzoi Ho

Bloodhound Ho

Rottweiler Wo

Leonberger Wo

Kuvasz Wo

Akita Wo

Bouvier des Flandres He

Briard He

Dogo Argentino Wo

Cane Corso Wo

Komondor He

Grand Basset Griffon Vendeen Ho

Lagotto Romagnolo Wo

Brittany Sp

Ho Pharaoh Hound

Ho Sloughi

23”-25”

45-55 lbs

11-14 yrs

24”-29”

40-55 lbs

12-16 yrs

Ho Whippet

Sp Vizsla

19”-22”

29-48 lbs

12-15 yrs

22”-24”

45-65 lbs

10-14 yrs

Skye Terrier Te

Field Spaniel Sp

Belgian Laekenois He

Nova Scotia 
Duck Tolling Retriever Sp

Norrbottenspets Ho

Portuguese Water Dog Sp

French Bulldog NS

8”-9”

11-32 lbs

12-15 yrs

14”-15”

17 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”

22-24 lbs

12-14 yrs

10”

25-30 lbs

10-14 yrs

17”-18”

35-50 lbs

12-15 yrs

15”-17”

25-35 lbs

10-14 yrs

20”-23”

35-60 lbs

10-14 yrs

14”-16”

20-25 lbs

12-14 yrs

11”-13”

<28 lbs

11-14 yrs

10”-11”

14-15 lbs

12-15 yrs

Miniature Schnauzer Te

Basenji Ho

15”-16”

17-19 lbs

8-10 yrs

13”-23”

12-30 lbs

13-18 yrs

12”-14”

13-15 lbs

12-14 yrs

12”15”

13-16 lbs

10-12 yrs

15”-21”

25-30 lbs

>15 yrs

15”-18”

22-30 lbs

10-14 yrs

17”

24 lbs

10-12 yrs

15”-16”

12-22 lbs

14-16 yrs

11-13”

12-18 lbs

13-15 yrs

NS Boston Terrier

Ho Portuguese Podengo

NS Dalmation

Wo German Pinscher

Ho Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen

Ho Afghan Hound

He Old English Sheepdog

He Colllie

Wo Samoyed

Sp Golden Retriever

Te American Pitbull Terrier

Ho Greyhound

Ho Saluki

Ho Rhodesian Ridgeback

Ho Thai Ridgeback

Sp Flat-Coated Retriever

He German Shepherd Dog

Sp Irish Water Spaniel

Ho Plott

Ho Redbone Coonhound

Wo Siberian Husky

Wo Chinook

NS Poodle (standard)

Ho Black and Tan Coonhound

Ho Bluetick Coonhound

Sp Bracco Italiano

Wo Alaskan Malamute

Wo Giant Schnauzer

Wo Anatolian Shepherd Dog

Wo Dogue de Bordeaux

Ho Otterhound

Wo Tibetan Mastiff

Te Black Russian Terrier

Wo Bullmastiff

Wo Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Wo Saint Bernand

Wo Neopolitan Mastiff

Wo Bernese Mountain Dog

Wo Great Pyrenese

Wo Newfoundland

Te Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

18”-20”

10-40 lbs

14-20 yrs

14”-16.5”

23 lbs

12-16 yrs

17.5”-20”

23-35 lbs

12-15 yrs

16”-18”

20-30 lbs

14-15 yrs

13”-16”

20 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”-11”

14-18 lbs

12-15 yrs

12”-14”

10-18 lbs

13-15 yrs

15”-17”

12-25 lbs

13-15 yrs

18”-19”

35-40 lbs

12-14 yrs

13”-15”

35-45 lbs

11-14 yrs

23.5”-27”

45-50 lbs

10-14 yrs

18”-19.5”

33-40 lbs

12-15 yrs

23”-29”

33-55 lbs

12-15 yrs

18”-19”

35-50 lbs

10-15 lbs

<14”

40-60 lbs

10-12 yrs

17”-19”

35-45 lbs

12-15 yrs

10-12.5”

25-38 lbs

12-15 yrs

12”-15”

40-50 lbs

8-12 yrs

18”-20”

45-55 lbs

8-12 yrs

16”-22”

35-55 lbs

10-12 yrs

19”-23”

40-60 lbs

13-16 yrs

17”-20”

25-45 lbs

12-14 yrs

17”-20”

25-40 lbs

>14 yrs

18”-19”

30-40 lbs

12-15 yrs

17”

25-35 lbs

10-15 yrs

15”-18”

30-45 lbs

12-15 yrs

27”

50-60 lbs

10-12 yrs

21”-23”

60-90 lbs

10-12 yrs

24”-26”

60-75 lbs

10-14 yrs

21”-24”

40-65 lbs

12-14 yrs

23”-24”

55-75 lbs

10-12 yrs

17”-19”

40-85 lbs

12-16 yrs

27”-30”

60-70 lbs

12-15 yrs

23”-28”

40-65 lbs

12-14 yrs

25”-27”

70-85 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-24”

35-65 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-26”

55-80 lbs

10-12 yrs

22”-25”

60-70 lbs

10-12 yrs

22”-26”

75-95 lbs

10-14 yrs

21”-24”

45-65 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-25”

40-60 lbs

12-14 yrs

22”-27”

45-65 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-24”

35-60 lbs

12-15 yrs

19”-25”

55-70 lbs

12-15 yrs

15”-21”

45-65 lbs

12-15 yrs

25”-27”

55-75 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-30”

45-90 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-26”

55-85 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-25”

75-85 lbs

12-15 yrs

23”-27”

65-90 lbs

10-12 yrs

27”-29”

80-150 lbs

11-13 yrs

23”-25”

100-150 lbs

8-12 yrs

24”-27”

80-115 lbs

10-12 yrs

24”-26”

90-150 lbs

10-12 yrs

26”-29”

80-145 lbs

10-11 yrs

24”-27”

110-130 lbs

8-10 yrs

24”-29”

85-140 lbs

7-9 yrs

25”-29”

120-200 lbs

8-10 yrs

24”-31”

110-200 lbs

8-10 yrs

25”-28”

80-120 lbs

6-8 yrs

25”-32”

85-115 lbs

10-12 yrs

26”-28”

100-150 lbs

8-10 yrs

medium (30-50 lbs)
The category of medium-sized dogs is probably 
the most varied in size, looks, and temperaments. 
And along with the large section, the most 
popular. Ranging from 30-50 pounds, you will 
find everything from a bull dog to border collie. 
The varied breeds of this category also come 
with varied energy and exercise needs. Like the 
small dogs, most of these breeds adapt well 
to apartment life, however will require more 
vigorous exercise and trips outside. These dogs 
are more “outside” dogs than the small group 
and will be happy to join you in outdoor activities. 
Exercise for high energy dogs is important for the 
physical and mental health. Mental stimulation 
and physical exertion will prevent boredom and 
listlessness… and less shoe loss.
POSITIVES: adapt well to apartments (with 
suitable exercise), Interact well with children, 
protective, sturdier bodies are good for rough and 
tumble play. 
NEGATIVES: A higher cost in care and food 
than a small pet, travel will require a small cage 
on airlines, hotels vary- but generally dogs are 
required to be under 40lbs, digging habits in the 
terriers, and the herding dogs may try to herd 
small children or other pets. 

small (12-30 lbs)
Although they share many of the same traits as 
the tiny group, the small dog section has a little 
more variety in energy levels, exercise needs, and 
apartment dwelling adaptiveness. Where as the 
miniature section is comprised of a lot of lap dogs 
and low exercise pups, In this section we start to 
see more larger dog traits in a small package.
POSITIVES: easy to travel with, lower vet bills, 
longer life span, less money spent on food and 
medication, generally need less exercise than 
larger dogs. 
NEGATIVES: can be bossy, yappy, fragile, so 
not always ideal for homes with small children, 
energetic (but does not equate to more exercise 
as it does with the larger dogs)

tiny (<11 lbs)
Due to their size and disposition, miniature/small 
dogs are ideal for apartment living. They may have 
high energy, but these miniature bodies mean they 
need much less exercise than other larger breeds. If 
you are looking for a dog that needs 2-3 quick walks 
a day, this is your section. It is important to factor 
in barking and wanderlust potential if living in the 
city to avoid traffic jams and irritated neighbors. The 
miniature section will be home to most of the toy 
group dogs.
Companion dogs such as these are also the most 
highly populated with the “hypoallergenic” trait. 
It is important to note that most dogs who are 
hypoallergenic tend to need more maintenance in 
grooming since their hair does not shed, it must be 
trimmed and groomed regularly. Most dogs in this 
category will have a high Watchdog traits, but very 
low protective genes… literally they are all bark and 
no bite. 

POSITIVES: easy to travel with, lower vet bills, 
longer life span, less food to buy, generally need less 
exercise than larger dogs. 

NEGATIVES: can be bossy, yappy, fragile, so not 
always ideal for homes with small children, energetic 
in a bouncy, happy way, not dog park for hours way. 
(but does not equate to more exercise as it does with 
the larger dogs) 

Chihuahua To

Lancashire Heeler He

Papillon To

Bichon Frise NS

Cairn Terrier Te

Havanese To

Poodle (Toy) To

Norfolk Terrier Te

Maltese To

NS American Eskimo Dog (toy)

Moderate Energy 

Low/Moderate Energy 

High Energy

High Energy

large (51-89 lbs)
The second most popular section and probably 
most well known dogs belong to this group. 
While not extra large, these dogs can get up to 90 
pounds and may not be as unnoticeable as the 
miniatures. Caring and feed these dogs will be 
more expensive, but for some, the unconditional 
loyalty and love of these dogs at your side is 
worth it all. If you can tolerate some slobber from 
time to time, these dogs will keep you active and 
loved. As you get into the larger sized dogs, it is 
less likely they will take well to apartments. Some 
for their energy levels and desire to run, but most 
due to their size alone, a studio apartment will 
seem much smaller when there is a new 90 pound 
roommate.
POSITIVES: As long as they get enough exercise, 
they are fine lounging all day, calmer in the house 
family friendly, protective of children (almost 
treating them as their own pups), very intelligent 
and take well to training. Affection and protective
NEGATIVES: A much higher cost in care and food 
than a small pet, More health concerns, Travel will 
be more difficult and will require checking with 
each accommodation to ensure your dog will fit 
their requirements.

extra large (>90 lbs)
The extra large group contains the mammoth 
sized pets that are sure to grab attention 
anywhere you go. Comprised mostly of the 
Working Group, these animals are powerful, 
serious animals. You will see less playfulness and 
a much higher protective and watchdog instinct 
in this section. Because of their breeding and 
instincts to do a job and protect, training is the 
most important thing in raising these animals. 
Their size alone could injure someone, so proper, 
strict training from an early age is a must. Once 
training is down, you will have a large, loving 
companion who is happy to lounge around all 
day and tend not to wander off or chase smaller 
animals. Most dogs of this size have moderate to 
low energy as they will tend to get tired quickly. 
Surprisingly, most of these dogs do quite well in 
apartments since their exercise needs tend to be 
lower. 
Dogs in this category will definitely bust the 
budget. Food, medication, and vet bills will be 
2-3 times higher than a medium, 50 lb dog, since
most medication and vets charge by the pound.
POSITIVES: Codependent, loyal, very protective, 
low to moderate grooming needs, excellent 
apartment dwellers, low to moderate exercise 
needs, calm in the house.
NEGATIVES: higher food costs, vet bills, and 
medication; Shorter life spans.

Training: 
Easy to 
Moderate

Moderate to 
Low Exercise 
Needs

Low Exercise 
Needs

Grooming: 
Moderate to 
Low  

Not Ideal with 
Children

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Codependent

Independent

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: Low 
to Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate

Shedding: Low 

Shedding: Average 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: High 

Shedding: 
Very High

Shedding: High

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Very High

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Training: Difficult

Training: Easy

Shedding:  
Low to  Average

Barking: Average

Independent
(Tendency to wander)

Barking: High

Barking:  
Low to Moderate

Shedding: High

Barking: High

Independent

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Great with 
Children

Codependent

Grooming: High 

Barking: Average

Independent

Shedding: Low 

Grooming: 
Moderate to Low 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate to Low 

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: High 

To Chinese Crested

11”-13”

5-12 lbs

10-12 yrs

To Coton de Tulear8”-13”

9-12 lbs

10-13 yrs

10”-11”

10-14 lbs

10-15 yrs

9”-12”

6-10 lbs

10-15 yrs

To Tibetan Spaniel

To Bolognese

To Shih Tzu

To Japanese Chin

To Pekingese

To English Toy Spaniel

To Daschund (miniature)

NS American Eskimo Dog (miniature)

10”

9-15 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”

6-12 lbs

12-14 yrs

9”-11”

8-15 lbs

10-15 yrs

8”-11”

4-7 lbs

10-14 yrs

6”-9”

7-14 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”-12”

25-27 lbs

10-14 yrs

15”-19”

20-35 lbs

10-14 yrs

14”-15”

24-35 lbs

10-14 yrs

12.5”-14”

25-35 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”-11”

8-14 lbs

10-12 yrs

5”-6”

1-11 lbs

10-14 yrs

12”-15”

11-20 lbs

10-14 yrs

Training: 
Moderate

Training: Easy 

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Adapts well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Shedding: 
Very High

Shedding: Low 
Average

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Great with 
Children

Adapts well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Shedding: Low 

Shedding: Low 

Shedding: High 

Shedding: Average 

Shedding: High 

Shedding: High Training: Difficult 

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Training: Easy

Training: Moderate

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Barking: Low

Shedding: Low

Shedding:  
Average to High

Training: 
Difficult

Shedding:  
Average to Low 

Shedding:  
Average to Low 

Grooming: Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: Low 

Training: Easy 
to Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Training: 
Moderate

Barking: High

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Barking: High

Barking: 
Average

Training: Easy 
to Moderate

Training: Easy

Barking: High

Barking: 
Low to 
Moderate

Training: Easy

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: High 

Shedding: Low 

Shedding: Average

Shedding: High

Shedding: High

Shedding: Low 

Barking: Low 

Barking: Average

Barking: High

Barking: Average

Barking: High

Barking: High

Barking: High

Barking: High

Barking: High

Barking: High

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Moderate

Barking: Low

Barking: High

Training: Easy

Training: Easy 
to Moderate

Codependent

Training: 
Difficult

Grooming: Low 

Barking:  
Average to High

Training: Easy

Training: Moderate

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Great with Children

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Independent

Barking: Low

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Barking:  
Low to Moderate

Barking: Average

Barking: Low

Barking: High

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Barking 
Tendency: 
High

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Barking: 
Average to 
High

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Shedding:  
Low to Moderate

Shedding: High

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Low

Shedding: 
Very High

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Codependent

Grooming: High 

Grooming: Low 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Shedding: Average

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Low 

Shedding: 
Very High 

Great with 
Children

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Training: Easy

Barking: High

Barking: Low

Barking: High

Great with 
Children

Grooming: Moderate 

Grooming: Low 

Great with Children

Great with Children

Great with Children

Great with 
Children

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Grooming: High

Not Ideal with 
Children

Grooming: Low 
to Moderate 

Codependent

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Shedding:  
Low to Moderate

Shedding: High

Training: Difficult

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Great with 
Children

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Shedding: 
Average

Shedding: Low

Grooming: Low 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: High 

Grooming: High 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Barking 
Tendency: 
High

6”-9”

3-6 lbs

10-18 yrs

10”-12”

10-15 lbs

9-14 yrs

9”-10”

10-14 lbs

12-15 yrs

9”-10”

8-11 lbs

12-15 yrs

9”-10”

11-12 lbs

12-15 yrs

8”-10”

4-7 lbs

12-15 yrs

Training: Easy

Training: Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Training: Moderate

Training: Difficult

Training: Difficult

8”-10”

4-9 lbs

12-16 yrs

10”-12.5”

8-10 lbs

10-14 yrs

8”-10”

4-9 lbs

12-16 yrs

8”-11”

7-13 lbs

12-15 yrs

10”-12”

6-8 lbs

14-16 yrs

8”-11”

7-13 lbs

12-15 yrs

8.5”-11”

3.5-7 lbs

13-14 yrs

9”-11.5”

7-9 lbs

12-14 yrs

9”-11”

8-10 lbs

12-15 yrs

8”-11”

3-7 lbs

12-16 yrs

8”-9”

<7 lbs

12-15 yrs

13”-15”

7-14 lbs

14-15 yrs

Low Energy

Barking 
Tendency: 
Moderate to 
Low

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Difficult

Independent

Shedding: Low

Shedding: 
Average

Shedding: 
Average

Shedding: Low

Great with 
Children

Shedding:  
Low to Average

Shedding: High

Codependent

Independent

Barking 
Tendency: 
Average to 
Low

Low/Moderate Energy 

Low Energy 

Moderate Energy

NS Tibetan Terrier

Te Dandie Dinmont Terrier

15”-16”

20-24 lbs

12-15 yrs

13”-15”

18-30 lbs

10-15 yrs

8”-11”

18-24 lbs

12-15 yrs

Te Welsh Terrier

Te Scottish Terrier

Te Irish Terrier

15”-15.5”

20 lbs

10-14 yrs

10”

19-22 lbs

11-13 yrs

18”

27 lbs

12-16 yrs

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming: 
High 

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Codependent

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Codependent

Barking: Low 
to Average

Barking: 
Average

Barking: High

Training: 
Moderate

Training: Easy

Codependent

Training: Easy to 
Moderate

11”-12”

13-30 lbs

10-15 yrs

12”-13”

12-18 lbs

9-15 yrs

16”-17”

17-23 lbs

14-16 yrs

Training: Easy 
to Moderate

Training: Easy

Training: 
Difficult

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Training:  
Easy to Moderate

Training: Easy

Training: Difficult

Training: Difficult

Training: Difficult

Training: 
Easy to Moderate

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Training: Difficult

10”-15”

13-17 lbs

10-15 yrs

15”-19”

17-26 lbs

10-14 yrs

11”

15-21 lbs

12-15 yrs

12”-14”

13-17 lbs

10-15 yrs

15-17”

15-20 lbs

10-14 yrs

10”-15”

12-18 lbs

12-15 yrs
Moderate Energy 

Moderate 
Exercise 
Needs

Low Exercise 
Needs

Moderate/
High Exercise 
Needs

Low Exercise 
Needs

Low Energy

High Exercise 
Needs

He Canaan Dog

20”-24”

45-55 lbs

12-15 yrs

Sp English Cocker Spaniel16”-17”

30-35 lbs

12-14 yrs

Training: 
DifficultCodependent

American English Coonhound Ho

Spanish Water Dog Sp

21”-22”

45-55 lbs

12-14 yrs

23”-26”

40-55 lbs

10-12 yrs

18”-21”

35-52 lbs

10-14 yrs

17”-20”

40-49 lbs

10-14 yrs

18”-20”

30-35 lbs

10-12 yrs

15”-17”

40-45 lbs

10-14 yrs

22”-26”

40-60 lbs

10-12 yrs

16”-19”

29-35 lbs

12-15 yrs

17”-20.5”

30-40 lbs

10-13 yrs

Codependent

Independent

Grooming: High 

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Great with 
Children

18”-20”

35-40”

12-15 yrs

14”-18”

25-45 lbs

10-12 yrs

16”-24”

30-45 lbs

10-12 yrs

16”-18”

24-35 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-23”

30-45 lbs

12-15 yrs

17”-20”

33-53 lbs

12-15 yrs

20”-23”

45-65 lbs

12-15 yrs

17”-26”

40-70 lbs

10-12 yrs

21”-25”

55-80 lbs

10-12 yrs

21”-22”

50-70 lbs

10-15 yrs

26”-28”

65-90 lbs

10-13 yrs

23”-25”

45-70 lbs

12-15 yrs

23”-27”

55-90 lbs

11-13 yrs

21”-25”

50-80 lbs

10-12 yrs

24”-27”

65-85 lbs

10-12 yrs

24”-26”

60-65 lbs

12-14 yrs

24”-26”

60-65 lbs

12-14 yrs

20”-26”

50-90 lbs

10-14 yrs

19”-25”

50-70 lbs

13-14 yrs

23”-27”

60-70 lbs

9-12 yrs

22”-24”

57-84 lbs

13-15 yrs

16”-20”

45-65 lbs

10-13 yrs

22”-27”

62-82 lbs

10-12 yrs

20”-27”

45-80 lbs

12-13 yrs

24”-27”

45-80 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-27”

110-220 lbs

8-10 yrs

26”-32”

60-105 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-27”

80-110 lbs

6-10 yrs

22”-27”

80-135 lbs

8-11 yrs

25”-31”

120-170 lbs

10-12 yrs

26”-30”

70-115 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-28”

65-130 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-28”

70-100 lbs

10-12 yrs

22”-27”

75-100 lbs

10-12 yrs

23”-30”

88-120 lbs

8-12 yrs

24”-28”

90-110 lbs

10-12 yrs

25”-28”

70-100 lbs

10-12 yrs

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Barking: High

Barking: High

Shedding: 
High

Shedding: 
Average

Shedding: 
Average

Training: 
Difficult

Training: 
Moderate

Barking: High

Barking: 
Average

Barking: Low

Training: Easy

Not Ideal 
with Children

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Shedding: Low

Shedding: 
Very High

Shedding: 
Average

Training: Easy

Training: 
Difficult

Drooling: High

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: Low

Drooling: Low

Training: 
Moderate

Not Ideal with 
Children

Grooming: High 

Training: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Barking: Low

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Barking: High

Barking: 
Average

Training: 
Moderate

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Barking: 
Average to 
High

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Adapts well to 
apartments

Shedding: 
High

Shedding: 
Low to 
Average

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal 
with Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Average

Shedding: High

Great with 
Children

Grooming: 
High  

Grooming: 
Low to 
Moderate  

Grooming: 
Low 

Independent

Codependent

Drooling: Low

Grooming: 
Low 

Shedding: Very 
High

Shedding:  
Low to Average

Grooming: 
High 

Shedding: Low

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Shedding: Average

Training: 
Easy

Barking: 
High

Barking: 
Low

Barking: 
Average to 
High

Barking: 
Average to 
High

Shedding: 
Very High

Grooming: 
Moderate 

Grooming: High 

Shedding: Very 
High

Shedding: Low

Grooming: Low 

Shedding: 
Low

Barking: 
High

Independent

Codependent

Training: 
Difficult

Shedding: Low

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Independent

Codependent

Independent

Codependent

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: High

Drooling: High

Barking: High

Barking: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate 

Drooling: High

Barking: High

Barking: High

Grooming: High

Grooming: Low

Barking:  
Average to High

Barking: Average

Grooming: 
Moderate

Barking: Low

Barking: Average

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Codependent

Codependent

Sp Chesapeake Bay Retriever Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Codependent

Training: Easy

Training: 
Difficult

Training: 
Moderate

10”-12”

10-15 lbs

9-14 yrs

9”-10”

8-11 lbs

12-15 yrs

8”-10”

4-7 lbs

12-15 yrs

High Energy

High Exercise 
Needs

Moderate 
Exercise 
Needs

Low to 
Moderate 
Exercise 
Needs

Low Exercise 
Needs

Moderate 
Exercise 
Needs

High Exercise 
Needs

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
High

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Codependent

Grooming: 
Low

Independent

Independent

Independent

Grooming: Low

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: Low

Codependent

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Independent

Independent

Independent

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Codependent

Codependent

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: High

Training: 
Difficult

Training: 
Moderate to  
Difficult

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Independent

Independent

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: Low

Drooling: 
Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Codependent

Codependent

Independent

Training: Easy

Barking: 
Average to 
High

Adapts 
well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Great with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Not Ideal with 
Children

Shedding: 
High

Shedding: 
Low to 
Average

Shedding: High

Shedding: 
Low

Shedding: 
Average

Grooming: High

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: 
Low to 
Moderate

Shedding: 
Average

Irish Setter Sp
English Setter Sp

Irish Red and White Setter Sp

25”-27

60-70 lbs

11-15 yrs

24”-25”

50-65 lbs

10-12 yrs

22”-26”

50-70 lbs

10-14 yrs

Wo Great Dane

Ho Irish Wolfhound

31”-33”

100-180 lbs

7-10 yrs

30”-35”

105-150 lbs

6-8 yrs

Wo Mastiff

Ho Scottish Deerhound

27”-30”

175-190 lbs

6-10 yrs

28”-32”

75-110 lbs

8-10 yrs

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Moderate

Barking: 
Average

Barking: High

Barking: Low

Adapts well to 
apartments

Does not 
adapt well to 
apartments

Training: 
Moderate

Drooling: 
Moderate

Shedding: Low

Shedding: 
Average

Shedding: High

Shedding: Low

Shedding: Average

Shedding: High

Training: Moderate

Grooming: Low

Great with 
Children

Shedding: High

Barking: Low

Grooming: Low

Grooming: High

Training: Easy

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Easy

Grooming: 
Moderate

Grooming: High

Training: 
Moderate

Training: 
Difficult

Training: Easy

Not Ideal with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Barking:  
Average to High

Grooming: Low

Drooling: Low

Grooming: High

Grooming: Low

Grooming: Low

Great with Children

Drooling: high

Grooming:  
Low to Moderate

Grooming: High

Drooling: High

Barking: 
Average

Barking: Low

Barking: High

Barking: High

Drooling: High

Drooling: 
Moderate

Drooling: High

Drooling: 
Moderate

Not Ideal with 
Children

Great with 
Children

Barking: 
Average

Independent

Independent

High Energy High Exercise 
Needs

Training: Difficult

Map Classifications
Energy Levels  
For this classification, energy is defined 
by their physical state, not the amount 
of exercise they need. High energy 
describes their disposition, for example, 
a toy breed such as a Yorkie or Chihuaha 
are high energy dogs in that they bounce 
and yap but require very little exercise. 
But conversely, a Greyhound is very low 
energy and laid back, however requires 
more exercise than most.
▶ Low Energy: Barely know they are in

the house
▶ Medium Energy: They have spurts of

excitement and get riled up, but are
mostly calm

▶ High Energy: Overly excitable, bouncy

Exercise Needs
The exercise needs deliniation is quite 
important to most. This will directly 
determine the amount of time you will 
need to spend exercising your dog, 
either bringing them along for a run, 
walk or throwing the ball for an hour. 
Physical exercise is the most important 
part of a dog’s day. If you have a dog 
with energy to burn, be sure to exhaust 
them physically, and this will keep them 
from finding other ways to entertain 
themselves and burn energy. Remember 
that any dog CAN do well in an 
apartment, it just depends on how much 
time you are willing to put into exercise. 
If a Border Collie does not recieve 
enough physical exertion, they will most 
likely channel that unused energy into 
destroying your house, or anything in it’s 
way.
▶ Low Exercise Needs: 10-15 minute

walk twice a day; just enough time to
take care of business

▶ Moderate Exercise Needs: Plan on
spending about 30 minutes, two times
per day walking the dog, or shorter
spurts with more vigourous exercise

▶ High Exercise Needs: These dogs
need to be physically exhausted.
At least 45 minutes to an hour of
vigourous exercise 1-2 times per day.

Adaptability to Apartments
Anyone who has lived in an apartment 
knows how difficult it can be to find a 
place that allows dogs. Most have weight 
limits and some even prohibit certain 
breeds. When you do find a place that 
allows dogs, make sure you choose a 
dog that will allow these living conditions. 
Dogs are very adaptable animals that 
will be happy as long as their needs are 
being fulfilled. As mentioned above, with 
enough exercise, any dog will thrive in an 
apartment setting. Physically exhausting 
the dog will make him calm and relaxed 
in the house and will avoid destruction. 
The separation on this map again is a 
general overview of the breed. Some 
dogs are much happier in a field or a 
farm with no fences as that is how they 
were bred and what their instincts are. 
Others don’t care where they are and are 
happy to lay on a couch all day and go 
for walks on the sidewalk when it’s time 
to go. The main decision in this category 
is based on whether or not the dog was 
bred to be active, free, and chasing 
something all the time, or if it was bred to 
be relaxed and a lap dog.

Trainability
Like people, every dog has it’s own 
personality. Some are stubborn and will 
ignore you, others will hang on your every 
word and do whatever it takes to please 
you. The trainability category on this map 
is taken from the average and generality 
of each breed. Each dog is unique and 
may be different from what is described 
here. Either way, training your dog is 
something that is necessary for proper 
interaction with other dogs, people, and 
pets. Not everyone is a dog person, 
and so making sure your dog behaves 
around all humans is imperative. While 
getting a dog to play dead and rollover, 
is fun, this category is more based on 
the basics of the dogs ability to listen 
and obey commands. Training your dog 
is a great way to mentally stimulate your 
pup, which will also lead to a calmer 
disposition. Much like people, if their 
intelligence does not have an outlet, it will 
find other ways to release it, like figuring 
out how to escape a fence or open 
doors. Puppy classes and basic obedient 
training can help with all dogs. Negative 
reinforcement can have negative effects 
on most breeds, so positive training is 
always encouraged.
▶ Easy to Train: These dogs are born

to please, training is a breeze and is
probably the best bet for first time
owners.

▶ Moderate to Train: These dogs may
have a bit more stubborness and it
may take a stricter hand to enforce
the rules; these breeds may pose a
challenge for first time owners, but
can still be doable with some training
classes to help

▶ Difficult to Train: Probably the most
stubborn and independent dogs, they
need a definite alpha presence from
early on, a very firm hand in training,
and are probably best suited for
experienced dog owners.

Family Orientation
Again, these traits are generalities and 
may differ from dog to dog of the same 
breed. Some “family-friendly” dogs 
may have had a traumatic experience 
with a child, and thus are skittish or 
even agressive towards kids. And some 
dogs that may not be recommended 
for families with small children, thrive 
and allow the child to become part of 
the pack. If you do have a young family, 
do as much research as possible on a 
specific breed of interest, and the dog 
itself to ensure safety for you and your 
family. A lot of the toy breeds seem like 
they would be perfect fits for children, 
but in actuality, their size and weight are 
detrimental to being around children. 
Most of them are so frail, a child could 
easily break a bone with just hugging or 
squeezing. Also, some herding breeds 
will try to herd your children as their 
insticts kick in.
▶ Great with Children: Can coexist with

any age child
▶ Not Ideal with Children: Better suited

for families with older children or adults
only

Shedding
This would be the most important 
category for the neat freaks and the 
allergic. Something to keep in mind... 
All dogs shed. Another thing to keep in 
mind... people don’t have allergies to 
the fur, they have allergies to the skin 
or dander.  All dogs have dander, it is 
just the amount that seems to affect 
people with allergies more or less. While 
some may be so little it is unnoticeable, 
shedding still occurs. Dogs can have 
fur or hair. A dog with fur will shed it’s 
coat 1 to 2 times per year.  Generally 
spring time, the dog will shed it’s winter 
coat to make room for the summer coat. 
And the reverse in the fall.Some dogs 
have double coats, in which case the 
undercoat will come out in large clumps 
at a time. A dog with hair will not shed 
it’s coat. Just like a human, a dog with 
hair will need hair cuts and trims as their 
hair will continue to grow, rather than fall 
out. See the grooming section to learn 
more about how much/little grooming is 
needed.  For those who don’t want to 
vacuum everyday, steer clear of the high 
and cosntant  shedders who tend to be 
the dogs bred for cooler climates. 
▶ Low Shedding: Hypoallergenics and

most of the dogs with hair instead of
fur.

▶ Average Shedding: These are the
typical dogs that will shed one to two
times per year. Short-haired dogs can
also shed a lot and twice a year, but the
hair might be less noticeable.

▶ High to Very High Shedding: Be
prepared to vaccuum a lot! Some dogs
shed all year, some with short hair,
some with fur, mostly dogs bred for
cold climates and dogs with double
coats to keep them warm. When the
wam months come they need to get rid
of their winter coat.

Grooming
As mentioned above, dogs with hair or 
dogs who do not shed as much, will tend 
to have more grooming needs than dogs 
with short fur. If you plan on breeding or 
raising show dogs, expect to spend a lot 
of time and money at the groomers. Most 
show dogs have specific hair cuts that 
are standard to the breed and part of the 
judging process. Even if you don’t have 
a show dog, most dogs who do not shed 
will need to be groomed or have their hair 
clipped a few times per year. Some dogs 
with fur also require a lot of grooming, 
more along the lines of constant 
brushing, bathing, or protecting the skin 
of the hairless breeds. Time and money 
is a big part of owning a dog, so take into 
consideration how much time will need to 
be spent maintaining a healthy coat when 
making your decision.
▶ Low Maintenance Grooming: Mostly

comprised of the low shedding animals
or animals with short fur that requires
minimal brushing and no trimming

▶ Moderate Maintenance Grooming:
More frequent brushing and/or bathing
required. Some of these dogs may
need to go to the groomers but less
frequently.

▶ High Maintenance Grooming: Plan
on spending a significant amount of
time taking care of the appearance
of your dog. Whether it’s brushing for
hours at a time or bringing it to the
groomer every 2-3 months, there is a
time commitment that should not be
ignored.

AKC Dog Groups
Every dog has a distinct personality based on its breed. 
With 178 AKC-recognized breeds to choose from, doing 
your research is essential to finding the right breed for 
your lifestyle and a lifetime of happiness!

He Herding Group
The dogs in this category were developed to control 
large flocks of sheep or herds of cattle. They still retain 
that ability today, even though most of them never lay 
eyes on a Merino or Longhorn.

Energetic, smart, and serious, they’re big proponents of 
family togetherness and like nothing better than to see 
the whole family in the same room so they can keep an 
eye on them.

Herding breeds are protective of their people and 
property and make excellent watchdogs. They have a 
tendency to nip at or bump people, not because they’re 
mean but because that’s how they’re wired to herd.

With firm, consistent training, they can learn to behave 
in a more appropriate fashion. Their intelligence, agility, 
and activity level make them well suited to dog sports.

From AKC: The Herding Group, created in 1983, is the 
newest AKC classification; its members were formerly 
members of the Working Group. All breeds share 
the fabulous ability to control the movement of other 
animals. A remarkable example is the low-set Corgi, 
perhaps one foot tall at the shoulders, that can drive a 
herd of cows many times its size to pasture by leaping 
and nipping at their heels. The vast majority of Herding 
dogs, as household pets, never cross paths with a farm 
animal. Nevertheless, pure instinct prompts many of 
these dogs to gently herd their owners, especially the 
children of the family. In general, these intelligent dogs 
make excellent companions and respond beautifully to 
training exercises.

Ho Hound Group
Hounds are perhaps the oldest type of hunting dog. 
Two types exist: those who hunt by sight, or sight 
hounds, and those who hunt by scent--scent hounds.

Sight hounds are sleek and speedy, the Maseratis of the 
dog world, while scent hounds are more like tough and 
reliable off-road vehicles. Both types have been bred 
for centuries to work independently, so they have minds 
of their own and aren’t the kind of dog to respond to 
commands without hesitation.

Hounds can be trained, but they want to understand 
why you’re asking them to do something. If they don’t 
believe it’s a good idea, they’re very likely to ignore you 
and do their own thing.

All hounds require a secure yard and walks on leash, 
rather than off. Sight hounds will take off after anything 
in motion, even if it takes them into the path of a car; 
and scent hounds will wander away to follow any 
interesting scent.

Coat types range from the short, smooth hair of the 
Greyhound or Whippet to the long and glamorous coat 
of the Afghan Hound or Borzoi.

AKC: Most hounds share the common ancestral trait 
of being used for hunting. Some use acute scenting 
powers to follow a trail. Others demonstrate a 
phenomenal gift of stamina as they relentlessly run 
down quarry. Beyond this, however, generalizations 
about hounds are hard to come by, since the Group 
encompasses quite a diverse lot. There are Pharaoh 
Hounds, Norwegian Elkhounds, Afghans and Beagles, 
among others. Some hounds share the distinct ability to 
produce a unique sound known as baying. You’d best 
sample this sound before you decide to get a hound of 
your own to be sure it’s your cup of tea. 

NS Non-Sporting Group
AKC: Non-sporting dogs are a diverse group. Here 
are sturdy animals with as different personalities and 
appearances as the Chow Chow, Dalmatian, French 
Bulldog, and Keeshond. Talk about differences in 
size, coat, and visage! Some, like the Schipperke and 
Tibetan Spaniel are uncommon sights in the average 
neighborhood. Others, however, like the Poodle and 
Lhasa Apso, have quite a large following. The breeds in 
the Non-Sporting Group are a varied collection in terms 
of size, coat, personality and overall appearance.

Sp Sporting Group
Active and alert, Sporting dogs are the hunters of 
the dog world: the Pointers, Retrievers, Setters, and 
Spaniels.

Many of them are multitaskers, but in general, Pointers 
find and silently point game; Retrievers bring back 
downed game from land or water; Setters find, point, 
and sometimes flush--bring out of hiding--game; and 
Spaniels find and flush game. Sporting dogs have 
been bred to work closely with people and are highly 
trainable and generally friendly. These breeds enjoy 
long walks or runs and playing fetch. The water dogs 
among them can’t get enough of swimming.

Sporting dogs have dense, water-repellent coats, 
which can be short, medium length, straight, curly, or 
wiry, to protect them in all types of brush and weather 
conditions. They love people and are well suited to 
being family dogs if given the necessary amount of 
exercise.

AKC: Naturally active and alert, Sporting dogs make 
likeable, well-rounded companions. Members of the 
Group include pointers, retrievers, setters and spaniels. 
Remarkable for their instincts in water and woods, 
many of these breeds actively continue to participate 
in hunting and other field activities. Potential owners of 
Sporting dogs need to realize that most require regular, 
invigorating exercise.

Te Terrier Group
Terriers are the rascals of the dog world. Their name 
comes from the Latin word terra, meaning earth, and 
references their love of digging for such prey as foxes, 
moles, badgers, and rats.

Terriers come in a wide range of sizes and shapes, but 
they all share a feisty, mischievous personality and an 
energetic nature. They’re highly intelligent and trainable, 
if you have patience and a great sense of humor.

It’s hard to stay a step ahead of a Terrier. True to their 
name, Terriers are territorial: they protect the patch 
of earth that’s theirs and will bark furiously at people 
or animals who approach their property. They’re also 
escape artists and require a securely fenced yard.

Many Terriers have hard, wiry coats that must be 
plucked or stripped of dead hair to retain the proper 
texture; using clippers will soften and lighten the coat.

AKC: People familiar with this Group invariably 
comment on the distinctive terrier personality. These 
are feisty, energetic dogs whose sizes range from 
fairly small, as in the Norfolk, Cairn or West Highland 
White Terrier, to the grand Airedale Terrier. Terriers 
typically have little tolerance for other animals, including 
other dogs. Their ancestors were bred to hunt and 
kill vermin. Many continue to project the attitude that 
they’re always eager for a spirited argument. Most 
terriers have wiry coats that require special grooming 
known as stripping in order to maintain a characteristic 
appearance. In general, they make engaging pets, but 
require owners with the determination to match their 
dogs’ lively characters. 

To Toy Group
AKC: The diminutive size and winsome expressions 
of Toy dogs illustrate the main function of this Group: 
to embody sheer delight. Don’t let their tiny stature 
fool you, though - - many Toys are tough as nails. If 
you haven’t yet experienced the barking of an angry 
Chihuahua, for example, well, just wait. Toy dogs will 
always be popular with city dwellers and people without 
much living space. They make ideal apartment dogs 
and terrific lap warmers on nippy nights. (Incidentally, 
small breeds may be found in every Group, not just the 
Toy Group. We advise everyone to seriously consider 
getting a small breed, when appropriate, if for no other 
reason than to minimize some of the problems inherent 
in canines such as shedding, creating messes and cost 
of care. And training aside, it’s still easier to control a 
ten-pound dog than it is one ten times that size.)

Luckily for the toy breeds, providing companionship 
for humans has counted as suitable employment 
through the ages. This has ensured the survival of 
breeds without practical skills, such as the Chihuahua, 
pug and Pomeranian. Many toy breeds, such as the 
miniature pinscher, the toy poodle and the English 
toy terrier appear to be miniaturized versions of larger 
breeds. Ranging between under 6 pounds (3 kilograms) 
in the tiniest Chihuahua and 20 pounds (9 kilograms) 
in the stockiest of pugs, these diminutive dogs have 
made for loving companions since they were first bred 
centuries ago. Later, some toy breeds were the lapdogs 
of European royalty. Today their stature makes them 
excellent pets for people without a lot of extra space 
in their homes. And despite their tendency toward 
yappiness, they are considered the best dogs for 
novice owners, though their fragility can make them 
less than ideal pets for families with small children. This 
breed’s love of attention serves them well outside of 
their loving homes too. Loyal and intelligent, they are 
great at learning tricks, and many excel in obedience 
competitions. 

Wo Working Group
The diverse dogs represented in this group were bred 
to perform a variety of tasks from guarding people, 
property, and livestock to pulling carts or sleds. In 
general, they’re strong, smart, and fearless and can be 
fun-loving or serious.

Because of their size and strength, they require a 
structured home life and firm, fair, consistent training by 
someone who can provide leadership without resorting 
to anger or physical force. With a couple of exceptions, 
such as the Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky — 
breeds too people-oriented to be guard dogs — they’re 
protective. This protectiveness may become a problem 
if they don’t have lots of positive human interaction and 
the right training.

Some working dogs have smooth, easy-care coats, 
but many of them are Nordic or mountain breeds with 
lots of thick fur. Most of these dogs are considered 
moderately to highly active.

AKC: Dogs of the Working Group were bred to perform 
such jobs as guarding property, pulling sleds and 
performing water rescues. They have been invaluable 
assets to man throughout the ages. The Doberman 
Pinscher, Siberian Husky and Great Dane are included 
in this Group, to name just a few. Quick to learn, these 
intelligent, capable animals make solid companions. 
Their considerable dimensions and strength alone, 
however, make many working dogs unsuitable as pets 
for average families. And again, by virtue of their size 
alone, these dogs must be properly trained.

Hy Hybrids
What separates a schnoodle or a goldendoodle from 
its purebred kin? After all, the Brussels Griffon, the 
Bullmastiff, and the Silky Terrier are just a few of the 
many breeds that were created by crossing various 
other breeds.

But whether a new type of dog becomes a recognized 
breed depends on time and trial and error. You can’t 
just cross two breeds to create a new one. Selective 
breeding--choosing the dog with the traits you want 
and breeding them with each other over several 
generations--is required to achieve a consistent size, 
appearance, and temperament.

The appeal of so-called “designer dogs” is often in 
simply having something other than a run-of-the-mill 
Labrador Retriever, Cocker Spaniel, or Yorkshire Terrier. 
There’s nothing wrong with that, but problems occur 
when breeders promise that a particular cross will 
be hypoallergenic or healthier than a purebred or will 
combine the best traits of each breed. As delightful as 
that sounds, it’s just not true.

• They can still make you sneeze: All dogs shed,
produce dander, have saliva, and urinate, and all of
these are ways that allergens are spread. Individual
dogs produce varying amounts of allergens, even
within breeds. That’s why some people with allergies
find they can tolerate particular dogs; they’ve been
fortunate enough to stumble upon one who doesn’t
produce high levels of allergens. But just because a
dog is a product of a certain cross--a Poodle and a
Yorkshire Terrier, for instance--is no guarantee he’s
allergen-free.

• No healthier than purebreds: It’s often suggested
that a cross of two breeds has hybrid vigor, which
means the broader gene pool makes him healthier
than a purebred dog.

That might be true for the first generation of a hybrid
cross. But as successive generations of cockapoos
and labradoodles are bred, the incidence of health
problems are likely increase because there’s a
higher chance of carrying through a breed’s genetic
vulnerabilities, such as breathing difficulties, cancer,
epilepsy, or hip dysplasia.

• It’s possible the breeds’ worst traits will surface:
The idea that designer dogs will have the best traits
of each parent, such as the intelligence of the Poodle
and the playfulness of the Lab, is a misconception as
well. Heredity doesn’t work that way.

Genetic characteristics sort out randomly, so there’s
no assurance you’ll get the best of each breed. No
matter what his breed or mix, an individual dog may
be more or less allergenic or intelligent or healthy.

• Find a breeder who can back you up: Choose a
designer mix if his size, looks, and temperament
are what you’re looking for in a dog, but don’t shell
out big bucks for him unless his breeder can prove
that the dogs she breeds from have the same health
clearances you’d expect to receive from a breeder of
purebreds.

A breeder should also offer a health guarantee
on puppies as well as a promise to take back any
dogs she’s bred at any time in their life. That’s what
you should get when you buy a purebred from a
reputable breeder, and that’s what you should get
when you pay $1,000 or more for a designer dog.

Otherwise, you’re better off going to your local
shelter and selecting a dog designed by the best in
the business: Mother Nature.

Mi Mixed Breeds (Mutts)
Meet the real underdog, the one far more likely to end 
up in a shelter than a purebred. To adopt a mixed breed 
is to celebrate diversity and root for the little guy. It 
often means you’re also giving a dog who really needs 
one a home.

But there’s a practical side to adopting a mutt as well. 
They tend to be healthier than purebreds. A mix can be 
a softer, less intense version of a purebred. Some fans 
even say mutts are smarter--though this claim is hard to 
verify.

But all that may be beside the point. Your little 
whatever-he-is will find a way into your heart, whether 
he’s running down tennis balls thanks to his dash 
of Labrador, or snuggling in your lap (perhaps some 
bichon frise?). Who knows, and--in the end--who really 
cares. He’s your dog.

The Benefits of Owning a Dog
Health Benefits
▶ Regular dog walking improves fitness levels

▶ Patting a dog lowers your blood
pressure, therefore lowering your
chance of cardiovascular disease

▶ Infants are less likely to have
eczema, a common skin allergy
which causes red patches and
itching

▶ Dog owners recover faster from
illnesses and have a higher
survival rate after a heart attack

▶ Kids have fewer sick days off of
school

▶ Dogs can act as an early warning
to detect an approaching
epileptic seizure

▶ Dogs can help improve loneliness and also help
recover from personal trauma such as a lost loved
one

▶ Children with dogs tend to have better self-esteem

▶ Owning a dog can alleviate symptoms of seasonal
affective disorder or depression

▶ Dogs help calm hyperactive or overly aggressive kids

▶ Playing with dogs can elevate your levels of serotonin
and dopamine, making you feel good and calm

Companionship
▶ Dogs raise your spirit and sense of well-being

▶ Dogs have learned to read human’s body language,
facial expressions, and emotions

▶ Their heightened sense of smell, sight, and hearing
makes dogs a very intelligent and loyal domestic
species

▶ Fido, a mixed-breed dog, whose master, Carlo
Soriano, had died in and air raid over Borgo San
Lorenzo (near Florence, Italy) in 1943, during World
War II. Fido waited in vain, for the following 14 years,
for Soriano’s return, going daily to the bus stop in
Luce del Mugello where the man used to get off after
coming home from work

▶ Greyfriars Bobby, a Skye Terrier in Edinburgh,
Scotland, was loyal to his master long after his
master’s death in 1858. Until Bobby’s death 14 years
later, he reportedly spent every night at his master’s
grave. A statue in memorial of Greyfriars Bobby was
erected near the graveyard

▶ Bobbie, the Wonder Dog, after accidental
abandonment on a cross-country trip, made his way
back over 2,800 miles to his family’s home

Home Security
▶ Dogs’ keen sense of

hearing allows them
to hear phone calls
long before you do

▶ Dogs can
distinguish the
difference between
the sound of their
owner’s car engine
and other vehicles
that pass by your
house

▶ Potential burglars
are put off by
barking dogs. Using
a dog as your home
security system can
save money and
help prevent burglary

Increases Social Interaction
▶ Dogs are great for making love connections since

they are a natural conversation starter

▶ Dog owners frequently stop and talk to each other
on walks or in a dog park. Pet owners also meet new
people in pet stores, clubs, and training classes

Teaches Responsibility
▶ Dogs require a lot of care; they need to be fed,

walked, played with and trained

▶ They also help prepare a couple for children. Taking
care of a dog is the closest thing practice for raising
a child.

Helps with Day-to-Day
▶ Assistant dogs, such as “guide dogs” or “hearing

dogs” are trained to help those with mental or
physical disabilities, giving their human companions
a more independent life

▶ Animal Assisted Therapy (AAT) patients may walk
their therapy dogs, play with them, feed them, or
groom them. Some therapy dogs are trained to sit
quietly and attentively while children read to them

▶ War Dogs are used in modern day military combat as
scouts, sentries, and trackers

▶ Police dogs can chase suspects, track them if they
are hidden, and guard them whey they are caught

▶ Search and rescue dogs work in various conditions,
many of them harsh (avalanches, earthquakes,
bombings, and other calamities)

▶ Stamina, intelligence, and skill are required of rescue
dogs, of which the most popular breeds include the
Saint Bernard, Newfoundland, and Portuguese Water
Dog.

▶ Farm dogs love rounding up cows, eradicating
vermin, herding and guarding livestock

▶ Estate guard dogs protect family, property, and
surrounding grounds. They tend to be territorial by
nature

Entertainment
▶ There are so many free activities to do when you own

a dog. Taking the dog to the park and training your
dog are just some of the challenging, yet rewarding
activities

▶ Dogs are naturally adorable - just watching them can
be entertaining and perk up its owner even on a bad
day
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Hypoallergenic Dogs 
There has been an increased interest for hypoallergenic 
dog breeds – the non-allergenic dogs offering a 
promising compromise for dog lovers cursed with 
allergies, but what makes these dog breeds suitable for 
people with allergies? It’s not a bad idea to start off by 
better understanding the dynamics behind allergies to 
dogs. Discovering what exactly causes that relentless 
runny nose, irritated blood-shot eyes and annoying 
sneezing fits can aid allergy sufferers in making 
informed decisions.

What Really Causes Allergies?
Interestingly, it’s no longer a matter of fur as it was 
previously thought; instead, proteins found in the dog’s 
skin, dander, urine, sweat and saliva appear to be the 
ultimate culprit for those annoying sneezing fits so 
common in sensitive people. Because these proteins 
tend to stick to a dog’s fur, it makes sense to choose 
dog breeds known for shedding very little. This way, 
allergens shouldn’t be released into the air and onto the 
floor, upholstery and clothing as it happens every so 
often with the average shedding dog.

Theoretically, this means that it is possible for some 
dog breeds to be better tolerated compared to others. 
However, according to the American College of Allergy, 
Asthma and Immunology, it’s important to point out that 
there are really no guarantees that a particular breed 
will produce lower allergen amounts and prevent allergy 
symptoms from occurring.

Dog Breeds for People with Allergies
These “hypoallergenic” 
dog breeds are popular 
among people allergic 
to dogs because they 
tend to shed less, and 
thus, disperse less 
dander. As important 
as these characteristics 
are for allergy sufferers, 
it’s equally important 
though to make informed 
choices by keeping into 
consideration other traits 
such as the breed’s 
personality and energy 
levels.

Setting Allergy 
Sufferers up for 
Success
Fortunately, there are 
many things allergy 
sufferers can do to help make things work out. For 
instance, keeping the bedroom out of Oliver’s reach 
can significantly reduce exposure to allergens. The use 
of special bedding permeable to allergens can also 
be useful. Frequent vacuuming and shampooing of 
carpets and rugs will help remove dander from the floor; 
whereas, HEPA filters can effectively remove pet dander 
that is airborne. Choosing hardwood floors, stone or tile 
over carpets can make a big difference.

While studies show that making indoor environmental 
changes can help, managing exposure to allergens 
though is half of the job. Regardless of how much 
cleaning is done, exposure to pet dander is inevitable. 
Over-the-counter antihistamine medications can 
help reduce allergy symptoms. Stronger prescription 
medications may be needed for those who have severe 
symptoms and asthma. Allergy shots may be an option 
for pet owners who are willing to try them, but it takes 
many years to develop protective antibodies.

As seen, there are several breeds of dogs that could 
be a good choice for allergy sufferers; however, it’s 
always best to consult with an allergy specialist before 
committing to a dog. An allergist may be able to 
determine if the allergy is mostly triggered by dander, 
saliva or urine. Another important step is to spend 
some time with the dog and watch for symptoms; yet, 
it’s important to recognize that symptoms don’t always 
show up the first time of exposure.

The Bottom Line
Too many dogs are abandoned each year because of 
allergies. It is estimated that about 14 percent of dogs 
are relinquished because of allergies. This could have 
been avoided by conducting more research prior to 
adopting the pet and taking steps to better manage 
the allergies. What Shirlee Kalstone claims in her book 
“Allergic to Pets? The Breakthrough Guide to Living 
with the Animals You Love” goes a long way. She 
claims: “Forgoing pet ownership or giving up a pet 
should be the last step an allergic person must take, not 
the first.”

Barking
Along with size, the sounds of your 
dog can be an determining factor when 
choosing a breed. Especially if you live 
in an apartment or have close neighbors. 
All dogs bark, except the Basenji. The 
map just categorizes them based on how 
vocal they are. Some dogs howl, some 
bark, some yap... it can be unbearable to 
some, so be sure to research how your 
breed tends to react. Most dogs will bark 
when threatened or sense danger, which 
is why having a dog is one of the best 
security systems you can own.
▶ Low Barking Tendency: These dogs

are quiet and don’t need to bark to
have their presence known. Generally
equated with calmer dogs.

▶ Average Barking Tendency: These
dogs will bark at the expected times,
during play, when the door bell rings, if
an intruder has entered the house, but
do not bark without a reason.

▶ High Barking Tendency: These dogs
seem to like the sound of their own
voice. Some dogs insist on barking
all the time. If you live on a farm, it
probably won’t bother you as much as
if you lived in a studio apartment with
neighbors all around.

Drooling
While generally not a problem with the 
small and tiny groups, drooling can 
definitely be a deal breaker for some dog 
owners. The larger the breed, the more 
likely it will slobber. Especially dogs with 
enourmous cheeks and jowels. Drooling 
may be tough for people who like to 
keep a clean house and clean clothes. 
A simple shake of the head could send 
saliva clear across the room.
▶ Low Drooling: Not noticeable, some

categories don’t even have a break for
it.

▶ Moderate Drooling: There will be
some slobber, but not constant

▶ High Drooling: These dogs may
look like they always have shoe
laces hanging out of their mouth; be
prepared for some sloppy kisses and
licks.

Dependence
This is where you decide if you want 
a dog that will follow you and stay by 
your side or if you want a dog that is 
comfortable doing their own thing, but 
may have a high wanderlust tendency 
since they are not soley focused on their 
owner. Some dogs are also bred to be 
sight/smell hounds or vermin catchers. 
Typically in the terrier and hound groups, 
these dogs may take off if they see a 
squirrel or rabbit, or for the hounds, if 
they catch a scent that intrigues them. 
This category of the map is also related 
the ease of owning a pet. Knowing that 
you have a dependent dog that will not 
wander off can you put you at ease if you 
live in the city or populated surburban 
area with many cars. A dog that will 
wander off without thinking twice can 
cause added stress to a dog owners life. 
There aren’t many less hopeless feelings 
than seeing your dog run away off leash 
without looking back.
▶ Codependent: Less wandering. These

dogs tend to be less distracted by their
surroundings, are happy to play fetch
for hours and don’t feel the urge to run
off.

▶ Independent: More wandering.
They are usually bred to be chasing,
catching, or retrieving something, so
their instinct is to explore.

Once you’ve Chosen Your 
New Dog...
Once you’ve ventured through the map 
choosing the path that best suits your 
need, you will come to the end where 
there will be one, or a few, dogs that 
match. You will see a picture, and more 
specifics on this breed including the 
average height, weight, and life span of 
the breed. Even further, there are some 
helpful characteristics of the dog listed 
as well. For instance, if you live in the 
northeast, and choose a dog that doesn’t 
handle the cold well, you may need to 
invest in some dog sweaters, or other 
means of keeping them warm in the cold 
month. 

Indicates how well the breed 
handles the heat
Indicates how well the breed 
handles the cold

Indicates the dog’s intelligence

Indicates whether or not the dog 
is AKC certified
Indicates the protective instinct 
of the dog
Indicates the playfulness of the the 
dog

Summary
 No other species of animal displays so much diversity. Today there are over 400 breeds of dog to choose from, in every shape and 
size, not to mention cross breeds. But despite so much variation, all domestic dogs are part of the same family, Canis familiaris, 
proven by DNA analysis to be descendants of Canis lupus, the wolf.
The wolf’s adaptability to different environments, and its ability to co-operate socially, led to success in the wild. For the same 
reasons it was also well prepared for adapting to a domestic life. In fact it is the domesticated wolf that has proved most 
successful. Today there are more than 400 million dogs around the world, compared with only about 40,000 wolves left in the wild.

It’s been a very long time since your 
Cocker Spaniel’s forebears roamed the 
forests. But although it may not be that 
obvious, our dogs retain many of the 
behavioral characteristics of the young 
wolf - playfulness, an urge to explore, 
and a willingness to be submissive to 
a parent or leader figure. The ability of 
the wolf to vary its social organization 
from living alone to living in pairs or in 
large packs, its excellent communication 
abilities, and its need to develop stable 
communal relationships have also been 
passed on to the dog.
Behaviorally the dog is a bit like a wolf 
that has never grown up, a permanent 
11 year-old in human terms, with a 
special talent in each breed for running, 
guarding, herding or the like.
Dogs have had a special bond with 
humans for 12,000 years. We befriended 
each other when wolves were foraging 
around our Mesolithic camps for 
food, and our own ancestors quickly 
discovered that ‘dogs’ could help them 
track and hunt animals.
The wolves that were most tolerant of 
people thrived. Once a village had a 
resident population, humans recognized 
that young wolves could be socialized 
and put to useful purposes. We began 
by selecting them for their friendliness 
and then to breed them for physical and 
behavioral characteristics.
We bred our ‘wolf’ specifically to enhance 
useful behaviors. The wolf remains 
the best general all-rounder, but some 
breeds of dog have evolved so they are 
now far better at certain things than their 
ancestor. The Bloodhound can track a 
scent better, a German Shepherd guards 
better, a Greyhound is faster, Terriers are 
more tenacious, and the Cavalier King 
Charles Spaniel fits much better on your 
lap than a Timber Wolf ever can!
By 7,000 BC breeding was widespread. 
The first recognised ‘breed’ probably 
resembled a swift, lanky greyhound, 
developed for its speed in hunting. 
As time went on, humans bred more 
specialist skills, such as Sighthounds and 
Scenthounds. Shapes and sizes evolved 
accordingly: shorter muzzles, shorter legs 
and acute hearing and sight. So much 
breeding went on that by the time of the 
Roman Empire most of today’s general 
breed types were already identifiable.
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To Toy
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